15th November 2018
Run Number 389

Chester Glühwein run
Mill at Upton, 76 Liverpool Road, Bache, CH2 1AU

Cleopatra (co-Hare), Overdrive (co-Hare), OTT, Hansel, Carthief, Auntie
Cyclone, Virgin on the Ridiculous, Snoozanne, Mad Hatter, Wigan Pier.
Joining the assembled pack in the Mill at a few minutes to 7PM it was apparent
that we were going to be a little late as there were several pints of prelubrication to finish off. Wigan Pier even had time to order a coffee.
At 19:17 we had the Hash Flash

This was quickly followed by an explanation of the markings

The fish hook means that every hasher has to backtrack to the back of the
pack.
The triangle means that if you are the FRB you have to stand on one leg until
the Tail-end-Charlie has passed.

Virgin-on-the-Ridiculous and Carthief (both with dodgy legs/ knees) reckoned
that they might go quicker by combining their legs

The route itself covered a lot of previously hashed ground although not
necessarily in the same order. Once again I forgot to photograph the road signs
to describe the route.
The fishhook duly showed up

Showing Wigan Pier to be the front runner.

Shortly after that (or possibly before) the triangle showed up which brought
out the artistic side of the Hash

With Auntie Cyclone showing the officially required response

We arrived at the

to find Cleopatra’s gratifying efforts with Glühwein and a non-alcoholic variety
for the drivers amongst us.

I think that we ate the house out of chocolate biscuits (there were several trips
inside to replenish the bowls) and dipping amaretto biscuits in Glühwein was
reckoned to improve the experience considerably.
Overdrive set off to mark the trail back to the pub and on the way back to the
GS managed to stop and redirect the Pack onto the trail (the Pack going in
completely the wrong direction). Luckily (or
possibly planned) the trail back after the
Glühwein was short and we spotted the

Back at the pub we adjourned to the Morrisons carpark and used Auntie
Cyclone’s car bonnet as a table (a curious sloping choice).

Down Downs
The Hares for the run
Hansel for his (not very friendly) comment “You’re suffering? I’m suffering too I
am married to OTT” This followed a comment possibly by VR who had a sore
leg.
Wigan Pier. Front running Bimbo
Virgin on the Ridiculous
Snoozanne
Mad Hatter
Auntie Cyclone

)
)
)
)

Returnees

Mad Hatter. For Politics. Mentioned Donald Trump
Auntie Cyclone
Virgin on the Ridiculous. For mentioning Brexit.
Auntie Cyclone. Just generally and for providing the Hash table, albeit a sloping
one (the bonnet of his car)
Following the song for the Hares, Snoozanne wondered aloud what the male
equivalent of dicky-dido was.
Hansel replied I have one of those, it’s the difference between you and me!
Overdrive responded: Well, that’s a rather long list - where to start?!?!
We retired to the pub to warm up and replace the liquid lost during the run.

